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Mixing of water masses from the deep ocean to the layers above
can be estimated from considerations of continuity in the global
ocean overturning circulation1±3. But averaged over ocean basins,
diffusivity has been observed to be too small4±12 to account for the
global upward ¯ux of water, and high mixing intensities have only
been found in the restricted areas close to sills and narrow

Figure 1 Map of the Scotia Sea, showing ALBATROSS stations (red diamonds) along the
South Scotia Ridge. Bathymetric contours are shown every 1,000 m. Land is shaded
black. Schematic pathways of Weddell Sea Deep Water (WSDW) are shown (yellow lines).
Important passages through bathymetric constraints are marked: Georgia passage (GP)
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gaps10,11,13±15. Here we present observations from the Scotia Sea,
a deep ocean basin between the Antarctic peninsula and the tip of
South America, showing a high intensity of mixing that is
unprecedented over such a large area. Using a budget calculation
over the whole basin, we ®nd a diffusivity of 39 6 10 3
104 m2 s21 , averaged over an area of 7 3 105 km2 . The Scotia Sea
is a basin with a rough topography16, situated just east of the
Drake passage where the strong ¯ow of the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current is constricted in width. The high basin-wide mixing
intensity in this area of the Southern Ocean may help resolve
the question of where the abyssal water masses are mixed towards
the surface.
Diapycnal eddy diffusivity K is a fundamental property of ocean
¯ows, where turbulence and mixing dominate over molecular-scale
diffusion. It quanti®es the exchange of heat, salt and other tracers.
Model evidence suggests that the value of K determines the strength
of the overturning circulation17,18 that controls the climate over
much of the Earth. Yet the value of K is still remarkably unbounded
over orders of magnitude3. An order of magnitude of 10-4 m2 s-1 for
the globally averaged value of K has been obtained by estimating
that approximately 25 Sv (1 Sv  106 m3 s21 ) of cold, dense abyssal
water forms in polar regions, and by assuming for simplicity that
it upwells uniformly elsewhere into the thermocline1,2. More sophisticated versions of this calculation using inverse techniques and
continent-to-continent hydrographic sections reveal basin-averaged
diffusivities of similar magnitude, ranging from 3±4 3 1024 m2 s21
for mid-depths to 9±12 3 1024 m2 s21 for bottom layers19. Yet
direct measurements suggest that K in most regions of the world

through the northern boundary of the Scotia Sea, and Phillip passage (PP), Orkney
passage (OP), Bruce passage (BP) and Discovery passage (DP) through the South Scotia
Ridge. The pink box marks the area shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2 Map of the extent of the gn  28:31 kg m23 neutral density surface, shaded
blue and light green. The blue area shows the closed area considered for the calculation of
diffusivity. Red dots denote locations of all available historical hydrographic stations that

contain WSDW. ALBATROSS stations (yellow diamonds) are shown along the South Scotia
Ridge. Depths shallower than 2,000 m are shaded grey; land is shaded black. The dashed
lines in the Georgia passage indicate the absence of LWSDW at the sill.

ocean is an order of magnitude less than this4. Recently it has been
argued20 that wind-driven upwelling in the Southern Ocean reduces
the requirement for global average diapycnal eddy diffusivity to
3 3 1025 m2 s21 . However, this still demands some regions of substantially higher diffusivity.
The ALBATROSS (Antarctic large-scale box analysis and the role
of the Scotia Sea) project21 was designed to quantify the ¯ow of
water into and out of the Scotia Sea, particularly the deep, dense
water that is formed in the Weddell Sea and provides the cold layers
at the bottom of much of the world ocean. A quasi-synoptic box of
densely spaced stations measuring temperature, salinity and current
velocity was completed around the Scotia Sea (Fig. 1), mostly along
the crest of the ridges surrounding the abyssal basin. Here we focus
on the stations along the top of the South Scotia Ridge. Weddell Sea
Deep Water (WSDW), with potential temperatures between -0.7
and 0 8C and neutral density gn (ref. 22) between 28.40 and
28.26 kg m-3, forms in the Weddell Sea and escapes to the north,
either through gaps in the South Scotia Ridge, or along the South
Sandwich trench and the deep abyssal plains to the east23. It is the
densest water escaping the Weddell Sea, and forms part of what is
known as Antarctic Bottom Water, as it pervades the world ocean.
From ALBATROSS, concurrent measurements of velocity and
water properties are available across each of the deep sills through
which deep water can escape the Weddell Sea into the Scotia Sea: the
Orkney passage, Philip passage, Bruce passage and Discovery
passage (Fig. 2). The densest waters in the bottom of the Scotia

Sea emanate from the Weddell Sea through these gaps in the South
Scotia Ridge23. The class of WSDW colder than -0.25 8C and denser
than gn  28:31 kg m23 (known as Lower WSDW, LWSDW24)
cannot escape the Scotia Sea, as it is too deep to ¯ow through the
Georgia passage and there are no other in¯ows or out¯ows for
waters of these densities. Thus our starting point is that the water
denser than gn  28:31 kg m23 has entered the basin through the
deep gaps in the South Scotia Ridge, and can only escape through
mixing with overlying waters. By undertaking a heat budget of this
water, we can deduce K.
If the temperature in the deep ocean is in steady state, the upward
advection of cold water must be balanced by a downward diffusive
heat ¯ux1. For a ¯ow into an enclosed basin, the heat budget can be
written as


]v
rVC p vu 2 vi   A G 2 rCp K
]z
where r is the in situ density of sea water; V is the volume transport
of water into the basin; Cp is the speci®c heat capacity of sea water; vi
and vu are the potential temperatures of the in¯owing water and of
that upwelled through the upper surface; A is the area of the basin; G
is the geothermal heat ¯ux; K is the thermal diapycnal eddy
diffusivity; and ]v/]z is the mean vertical gradient of potential
temperature.
Values used for the calculation of K are summarized in Table 1,
and their derivation discussed in the Methods section. Diapycnal

Table 1 Parameters used in the calculation of diapycnal eddy diffusivity K
Heat budget

Salt budget

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

r, in situ density of sea water
V, volume transport of water into basin
vi, or Si, potential temperature or salinity of in¯owing water
vu or Su, potential temperature or salinity of water upwelled through upper surface
Cp, speci®c heat capacity of sea water
A, area of basin
G, geothermal heat ¯ux
]v ]S
or , mean vertical gradient of potential temperature or salinity
]z
]z

-3

1,040 kg m
4:0 6 0:5 Sv*
2 0:438 6 0:007 8C
2 0:250 6 0:003 8C
3:91 3 103 J kg21 8C21
7:0 6 1:0 3 1011 m2
0:1 6 0:1 W m22

Not required
4:0 6 0:5 Sv
34:654 6 0:002
34:663 6 0:003
Not required
7:0 6 1:0 3 1011 m2
Not required

2:7 6 0:3 3 1024 8C m21

6:8 6 0:5 3 1026 m21

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

K, diapycnal eddy diffusivity

39 6 10 3 1024 m2 s21

79 6 45 3 1024 m2 s21

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
See Methods for details of calculations.
* 1 Sv  106 m3 s21 .
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eddy diffusivity in the Scotia Sea is calculated to be
39 3 1024 m2 s21 . Accounting for each of the error sources
(Table 1), and assuming that they are independent, gives an
uncertainty of 10 3 1024 m2 s21 . A similar calculation can be
made using a salinity budget (Table 1), yielding a value for K of
79 6 45 3 1024 m2 s21 . We assume that there is no loss or gain of
salt at the sea bed. The uncertainty in K is much larger because the
difference between in¯owing and upwelling salinity is small compared with the achievable precision of salinity measurements. That
the two estimates of K are indistinguishable, within the uncertainties, indicates that the dominant process here is diapycnal mixing
by ®ne-scale turbulence9.
The vertical length scale L (L  KA=V) over which the upwelling
water mixes is 680 6 180 m. As recently pointed out20, to close the
global overturning circulation, the Antarctic Bottom Water need
only be mixed to the depth of the deep waters sourced in the North
Atlantic, and not to the sea surface. In the Scotia Sea, our data show
that this mixing is indeed accomplished. The volume of LWDSW in
the Scotia Sea is 3:0 6 0:5 3 1014 m3 , which implies a residence
time of only 2:4 6 0:5) years, a remarkably rapid ¯ushing time.
Previous budget studies using similar calculations for other
abyssal basins have not found such a high value as we have for the
Scotia Sea. These include 4 3 1024 m2 s21 , 3:6±7:2 3 1024 m2 s21
and 3 6 2 3 1024 m2 s21 averaged over the Brazil basin6,9,12,
1±4 3 1024 m2 s21 for North Atlantic abyssal basins5,7 and
10:6 6 2:7 3 1024 m2 s21 for the Somali basin in the Indian
Ocean8. The Somali and Brazil basins are comparable in area to
the Scotia Sea basin considered here. More recently, attention has
been focused on regions in the close vicinity of sills and gaps
through ridges. Direct measurements13 of turbulent mixing of
Antarctic Bottom Water in and just downstream of the Romanche
fracture zone give K as high as 150 3 1024 m2 s21 , suggesting that
signi®cant mixing occurs within narrow passages. Using similar
methods to ours, in and just downstream of the Samoa passage
diffusivities were determined of the order of 50±500 3 1024 m2 s21
depending on the values taken for the vertical gradient of potential
temperature10. Diffusivity in the southern central Indian basin
averages 35 6 14 3 1024 m2 s21 , ranging from 105 3 1024 m2 s21
close to the sill in the Ninetyeast Ridge, and 13 3 1024 m2 s21 away
from the sill11. The area of our diffusivity calculation is more than an
order of magnitude greater than the areas considered by each of
these authors ( 2±3 3 104 km2 compared with our area of
7 3 105 km2 ). We note that the high value of K calculated here for
the Scotia Sea is a basin average. The Scotia Sea is a region of rough
bathymetry, but the value was not determined for a constricted
passage.
The LWSDW exported to the Scotia Sea represents up to 38% of
the total WSDWexported from the Weddell Sea23. If the Weddell Sea
contributes 60±70% of all Antarctic Bottom Water production25,
de®ned as the global ocean waters denser than gn  28:27 kg m23 ,
then the LWSDW upwelling in the Scotia Sea represents up to 20%
of all Antarctic Bottom Water production. This is a signi®cant
fraction of the water mass that cools the global ocean, and implies
that ocean models that miss the exchange of waters between the
Weddell and Scotia SeaÐby not resolving the ¯ow through the
deep, narrow passages in the ridges around the Scotia SeaÐwill be
unable to represent accurately the lower limb of the overturning
circulation.
The Southern Ocean is generally weakly strati®ed, shown by the
low value of Brunt-VaÈisaÈlaÈ frequency of 5:4 6 0:2 3 1024 s21 at the
gn  28:31 kg m23 isopycnal in the Scotia Sea. A high value of
diffusivity does not necessarily imply a large energy dissipation, if
strati®cation is low. The dissipation we ®nd is 1:1 3 1029 W kg21 ,
similar to, but slightly smaller than, values deduced for the deep
Brazil basin12. Taking the median thickness of the LWDSW layer to
be 423 6 20 m, to mix the LWSDW into the overlying waters
implies an energy dissipation of 1:8 6 0:5 3 109 W: small in
NATURE | VOL 415 | 28 FEBRUARY 2002 | www.nature.com

comparison with the global requirements of 2:1 3 1012 W (ref. 2)
or 0:6 3 1012 W (ref. 20), and not disproportionate with the area
over which the mixing is occurring.
Direct measurements of abyssal turbulence14 indicate that mixing
rates in the bulk of the ocean interior are at least an order of
magnitude smaller than the basin-averaged budget-derived values.
Enhanced diffusivity has been observed over steeply sloping boundaries and seamounts in the abyssal ocean: K . 1 3 1024 m2 s21 ,
compared with values an order of magnitude smaller over smooth
topography4,14,15. Our very large value for K suggests that the rough
topography of the Scotia Sea plays a role in enhancing the mixing in
this region. It is possible that the mechanism for this is the
interaction of internal tides or other internal waves with
topography2,15, such as internal wave re¯ection occurring at sloping
boundaries. Global maps of the energy estimated to be dissipated by
tides26,27 imply that the Scotia Sea may be a region where large
amounts of energy are supplied to internal tides by the tidal ¯ow of a
strati®ed ocean over rough topography. Other possible sources for
the energy are internal lee waves generated by interaction of the
currents with the rough topography28, and basin-trapped barotropic
planetary wave modes29.
The work that we report here leads us to believe that the Scotia Sea
acts as a `blender' to mix ocean water masses, and that in situ
observations of turbulence in this region would con®rm a signi®cant contribution to the `missing mixing' required to balance the
global ocean overturning circulation.
M

Methods
In¯ow volume transport and in¯ow properties
LADCP (lowered acoustic Doppler current pro®ler) measurements throughout the water
column provide a known level with which to reference geostrophic shear23. Bottom
triangles below the deepest common depth of adjacent stations are included by extrapolating the deepest velocity value to the sea bed. An estimate of the uncertainty in the
transport is provided from 1,000 calculations each applying a random baratropic
perturbation to each LADCP pro®le, assuming a normal distribution with a standard
deviation of 3 cm s-1. This assumes that the dominant source of error is the barotropic
component deduced from the LADCP, and that the errors are horizontally uncorrelated.
We determine the net in¯ow of water denser than gn  28:31 kg m23 and the associated
mean volume-transport-weighted temperature and salinity of this water from the direct
ALBATROSS measurements. The volume transport of 4 Sv is consistent with heat and
mass budgets of the Weddell gyre23.

Out¯ow area, out¯ow properties and property gradients
The out¯ow potential temperature and salinity across the gn  28:31 kg m23 isopycnal,
the area of this isopycnic surface, and the vertical gradients of potential temperature and
salinity in the WSDW layer in the Scotia Sea, were calculated using climatological deep
hydrographic stations. The Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean (HASO) database30
was used as the primary source of quality controlled hydrographic data within the Scotia
Sea basin. ALBATROSS stations and the 1993 crossing of the World Ocean Circulation
Experiment (WOCE) Drake passage repeat section SR1b24 were added at the standard
HASO vertical grid spacing, typically 500 m at the depths of the gn  28:31 kg m23
isopycnal. Comparison with a detailed bathymetric data set16 excluded all stations that did
not extend to within 250 m of the sea bed or were in water depths shallower than 1,000 m.
To determine the area of the gn  28:31 kg m23 isopycnal, we selected all stations
with bottom neutral density greater than or equal to 28.26 kg m-3, thus including all
types of WSDW. This yields 299 stations. The bottom neutral densities were gridded on
a 0:58 3 0:58 grid, with a search radius of 200 km and smoothing the in¯uence of each
point over 50 km (Fig. 2). Experimentation with various gridding options gave an
estimate of the uncertainty of 1:0 3 1011 m2 , including consideration of the sparsity of
the data.
Eighty-three individual hydrographic stations sampled water as dense or denser than
gn  28:31 kg m23 in the Scotia Sea (Fig. 2). The potential temperature and salinity on this
isopycnal were determined for each station, and the median value selected to minimize the
effect of outliers. The out¯ow potential temperature was -0.25 8C, as we would expect, as
the -0.25 8C isotherm is often chosen as the indicator of the boundary of LWSDW. We
allocate this a small uncertainty (60.003 8C); in the calculation of diffusivity the pertinent
quantity is the difference between the in¯ow and out¯ow temperatures, vi minus vu, to
which we allocate a combined uncertainty of 60.01 8C. For comparison, the salinity
difference is 0.009 with an estimated uncertainty of 0.005, indicating the greater
robustness of the heat budget calculation.
The same stations provided an estimate of the vertical gradient of potential temperature
and salinity at the depth of the gn  28:31 kg m23 isopycnal. This is one of the least well
de®ned quantities in the heat budget calculation, because of poor vertical and horizontal
data density. If we grid the same 83 stations and produce an area-weighted mean, the
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difference in the resulting ]v/]z is 0:2 3 1024 8C m21 . Taking this as the uncertainty in
]v/]z, together with the uncertainty caused by the relatively small number of stations, we
allocate an uncertainty of 0:3 3 1024 8C m21 . The vertical salinity gradient at this
isopycnal was 6:8 3 1026 m21 with an estimated uncertainty of 0:5 3 1026 m21 .
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Geothermal heating
In some regions of the sea ¯oor, geothermal heating is negligible. Flow through the oceanic
crust is a function of the age of the crust; younger crust provides greater heating. The
Scotia Sea exhibits a wide variety of ages. We estimate a typical value for G to be 0.1 W m-2,
and use this in the heat budget equation with an uncertainty of 0.1 Wm-2.

Seawater density, speci®c heat capacity
For the situation where geothermal heating is included, values for the in situ density of sea
water and the speci®c heat capacity are required. We used the HASO climatological data
set to determine representative median values. The uncertainty in these is negligible
compared with other uncertainties in the calculation.
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One of the greatest hazards associated with oceanic volcanoes is
not volcanic in nature, but lies with the potential for catastrophic
¯ank failure1,2. Such ¯ank failure can result in devastating tsunamis and threaten not only the immediate vicinity, but coastal
cities along the entire rim of an ocean basin3. Kilauea volcano on
the island of Hawaii, USA, is a potential source of such ¯ank
failures3,4 and has therefore been monitored by a network of
continuously recording geodetic instruments, including global
positioning system (GPS) receivers, tilt meters and strain meters.
Here we report that, in early November 2000, this network
recorded transient southeastward displacements, which we interpret as an episode of aseismic fault slip. The duration of the event
was about 36 hours, it had an equivalent moment magnitude of
5.7 and a maximum slip velocity of about 6 cm per day. Inversion
of the GPS data reveals a shallow-dipping thrust fault at a depth of
4.5 km that we interpret as the down-dip extension of the Hilina
Pali±Holei Pali normal fault system. This demonstrates that
continuously recording geodetic networks can detect accelerating
slip, potentially leading to warnings of volcanic ¯ank collapse.
Data from the Kilauea GPS network (Fig. 1) are routinely
analysed in 24-h batches at the US Geological Survey's Hawaiian
Volcano Observatory (HVO). Figure 2 depicts the time series of
selected stations on Kilauea's south ¯ank as well as of three more
distant stations. The south ¯ank stations show clear offsets of up to
15 mm in early November, while the remote sites do not. The
estimated displacements between 8 November and 10 November
determined from the daily solutions are shown in Fig. 1. The spatial
coherence of the signal and the negligible displacements far from the
south ¯ank (Fig. 1) rule out the possibility that the displacements
are an artefact of unmodelled errors in the GPS time series.
We interpret the deformation ®eld as resulting from fault slip.
The data cannot be ®tted by a dyke, sill, or expanding magma
chamber. Moreover, there is no evidence of summit de¯ation, which
usually accompanies magmatic activity. Nonlinear optimization5 of
the observed displacements for the best-®tting fault geometry yields
a thrust, which dips shallowly (48 6 108, uncertainties estimated
using a bootstrap method6) toward the volcano (Figs 1 and 3). The
average slip on the fault is 87 mm. The model-predicted displacements ®t the observations, including the vertical components (Figs 1
and 3), extremely well (normalized mean square error of 1.2). The
largest south ¯ank earthquake during the ®rst two weeks of
November was a magnitude 2.7, which occurred on 3 November
(Fig. 1). Thus, this event can be placed among the class of `silent'
earthquakes, which have been recently detected by large-scale
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